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Temporal development of photorefractive solitons up to telecommunication wavelengths
in strontium-barium niobate waveguides
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We experimentally investigate the temporal development of photorefractive solitons in strontium-barium
niobate waveguides at visible and infrared wavelengths. The development times in the infrared are shown to be
comparable with those in the visible. The results are compared with predictions of a previously published
model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photorefractive solitons are a new and exceptional to
of the research on photorefractive effects. They can be g
erated at low power levels of~sub!microwatts @1# and at
wavelengths up to 1.5mm @2#. These are parameter region
where other photorefractive effects, such as two-beam c
pling @3#, are rarely observed, because efficiencies
buildup speeds decrease distinctly. This is different for p
torefractive solitons, making their temporal developmen
highly interesting subject. However, despite the enorm
amount of work published on photorefractive steady-st
@4,5# and quasi-steady-state solitons@6,7#, only a few publi-
cations are devoted to time dependencies~see@8,9# and ref-
erences therein!.

Theoretical investigations of the temporal developmen
photorefractive solitons have been performed by Zozu
and Anderson@10,11# and by Fressengeaset al. @12–14#. Ex-
perimentally, the self-focusing process, possibly converg
into a solitary state, was investigated in the sillen
Bi12TiO20 @15,16#. Most of the experiments on photorefra
tive solitons have been performed in the tungsten bro
strontium-barium niobate~SBN! @1,17,18#. Here, however,
studies on the temporal development of single-compon
solitons are still missing.

In this contribution we investigate experimentally th
temporal development of photorefractive solitons in pla
SBN waveguides at the wavelengths 633, 1047, and 1
nm. The influence of wavelength, external electric field, a
beam intensity on the quasi-steady-state is demonstrated
compare our measurements with the predictions of the
merical calculations of Fressengeaset al. @12–14#, and con-
firm the experimental usefulness of their simplified a
proach.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

The temporal development of a light beam propagating
a photorefractive medium with an applied external elec
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field Eext , neglecting diffusion of charge carriers and phot
voltaic fields, can be expressed by@12#
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t

tdi
~11uUu2! DU50. ~1!

Here,Z5z/kx0
2 andX5x/x0 are the normalized propaga

tion length and transverse length, respectively, wherek is the
wave vector andx0 is an arbitrary length. WithU5E/AI d,
the electric field amplitudeE is normalized to the square roo
of I d5sd /sph

0 , where the dark intensityI d is defined as the
quotient of dark and specific photoconductivity. The timet is
normalized to the dielectric relaxation time in the dar
which is determined by crystal properties,tdi5e0e r /emm,
with e for the elementary charge,e0 for the vacuum electric
permeability,e r for the static dielectric constant,m for the
electron mobility, andm for the electron density in the dark
The factorN collects important experimental parameters,N
52p2n4r e f fx0

2Eext /l
2, with n for the linear refractive index

of the medium,r e f f for the effective electro-optic coefficient
and l for the light wavelength in vacuum. Obviously, th
influence of increasing wavelength onN can be compensate
by using a larger external electric fieldEext . The partial
differential equation can be numerically solved to give t
field amplitudeU at each timet @19#.

Far reaching predictions on the temporal developmen
solitons were reached by Fressengeaset al. @12–14# by as-
suming a solitary beam shape at each time. Although
condition cannot be strictly fulfilled experimentally, impo
tant qualitative evaluations can be carried out with this
proach. For a solitary beam, the electric field amplitude c
be expressed as

U~X,Z,t !5Arg~X,t !exp~ inZ!, ~2!

whereg is the soliton profile normalized by

g~0,t !51 and g~6`,t !50. ~3!
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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In theZ direction a phase change is allowed by the fac
exp(inZ). The intensity ratior is determined by the quotien
of the beam peak intensity and the dark intensityI d . Intro-
ducing this approach into the wave equation~1! and integrat-
ing it using the boundary conditions~3!, expressions to de
termine the soliton profileg(x) at each time are obtaine
@12#. In the following, we do not investigate the comple
soliton profile, but its full width at half minimum~FWHM!
wx .

The conclusions obtained by the approach of Fressen
et al. will be briefly reviewed here.

~1! Following from Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the soliton’s tempo-
ral development is determined by three parameters, nam
the intensity ratior, the parameterN(l,Eext), and the dielec-
tric relaxation time in the dark,tdi .

~2! Depending onN andr, some of the curveswx(t) show
a monotonic decrease ofwx , until the steady state is reache
Other curves attain an absolute minimum of the beamw
during their temporal development before reaching ste
state. This minimum is called a quasi-steady-state soli
Curves showing a quasi-steady-state appear for larger va
of r, where the threshold increases with largerN @13#.

~3! For a constant value ofr, the quasi-steady-state
reached at the same normalized timet/tdi for all N @13#.

~4! For constantN, the quasi-steady-state is reached e
lier for larger r @14#.

~5! From the numerical calculations, the existence o
global normalized time for reaching the steady state is p
tulated, which is specified byt/tdi'3 @14#. At this time, all
curveswx(t) have reached their steady state, independen
the experimental parametersN and r.

As an example, we display in Fig. 1 the results obtain
according to@12,13#, using parameters similar to those in o
experiment. Shown is the normalized beamwidthwx /x0 as a
function of the normalized timet/tdi . In Fig. 1~a!, the pa-
rameterN is kept constant atN51.3, while the intensity ratio
r is changed between 0.3 and 40. In Fig. 1~b!, the intensity
ratio is kept constant atr 510, while the parameterN is
changed from 0.7 to 3.0. Once the scaling length is cho
e.g.,x0510 mm, N can be attributed to experimental param
eters.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For our experiments we usey-cut Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 crys-
tals, doped with 0.27 wt %~3000 ppm referred to Nb! of
rhodium. The crystal dimensionsx,y,z are 43233 mm3

~used atl5633 nm) and 23236 mm3 ~used in the infra-
red!. Here z is the light propagation direction andx is the
direction of the crystallographicc axis. Barrier waveguides
with a 4.5-mm-thick waveguiding layer were produced b
ion implantation @20#. The natural dark intensities of th
waveguides are comparatively high, 106660 W/cm2 at l
5633 nm, 3456200 W/cm2 at l51047 nm, and 800
6600 W/cm2 at l51488 nm. We therefore do not use add
tional background illumination. The values of the dark inte
sity are determined by measuring the soliton widths wh
varying the intensity ratior @2#. The electro-optic coefficients
in the waveguiding layer have been measured before to
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r 33514867 pm/V atl5633 nm, andr 33513367 pm/V at
l51047 nm@2#.

In the experiment, an extraordinarily polarized light bea
is coupled into the waveguiding layer with the help of
cylindrical and a microscope lens. The aim is to get a nea
collimated beam to achieve an almost constant beam pr
along thez direction. In this way, the temporal developme
along thez direction can be described by a single time co
stant. Experimentally, we use an approximately 40-mm-wide
input beam that has an almost constant width during 6 mm
propagation inside the sample. Especially in the visi
wavelength range, this width is rather large when compa
to the final soliton width in the steady state. However,
confirmed earlier that in this case ‘‘tapered’’ solitons for
inside the crystal, which, after a short propagation inside
crystal, reach their constant solitary profile@2#.

The experiment is performed by applying a suitable e
ternal electric field parallel to thec axis of the crystal. Then
a mechanical shutter is opened and the laser beam
launched into the waveguiding layer. A calibrated charg
coupled device~CCD! camera records the intensity distribu
tion at the crystal’s end face, and the beam widthwx FHWM
can be evaluated as a function of time. The camera’s s
pling rate of 25 Hz provides only a limited resolution. How
ever, the use of the CCD camera helps to get rid of proble
with the lateral bending of the solitons, especially of t
visible wavelengths, which is due to diffusion effects@21#.

FIG. 1. Normalized soliton widthwx /x0 as a function of the
normalized timet/tdi . ~a! N51.3; r 5 ~from left to right! 40, 20,
10, 5, 2.5, 1.3, 0.6, 0.3;~b! r 510; N5 ~from top to bottom! 0.7,
0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.3, 3.0.
3-2
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Alternatively, in the infrared, where bending is almost a
sent, we also use a photodiode with a small aperture to de
the powerPcenter in a small area in the center of the intens
distribution, which is a measure of the beamwidth as we

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

We start our measurements at visible wavelengthsl
5633 nm), keeping in a first experiment the external elec
field Eext , and thus the parameterN, constant while chang
ing the intensity ratior. In a second experimentr is kept
constant, whileEext is changed.

In Fig. 2 curveswx(t) for a constant external electric fiel
Eext53.25 kV/cm are shown for different intensity ratiosr.
With x0510 mm, n52.28, andr e f f5148 pm/V this results
in N56.4. The steady-state beam intensity is changed
tween 8.5 W/cm2 and 8.7 kW/cm2 to give values ofr be-
tween 0.08 and 82. The steady-state values of the beamw
wx show the well known behavior predicted by the soliton
existence curve@4#: The beamwidth first decreases with i
creasingr, attaining a minimum atr'3, and then increase
again for larger values ofr. Only the curves with larger val
ues of the intensity ratior show a quasi-steady-state, i.e.,
minimum of the beamwidth during the temporal develo
ment. Here the minima occur earlier in time for largerr, as
predicted by items~2! and~4! of the conclusions obtained b
the approach of Fressengeaset al.

Next, in Fig. 3 the curveswx(t) are measured for differen
external electric fieldsEext . From the top to the bottomEext
increases from 2 to 4 kV/cm, and correspondingly the
rameterN increases from 4 to 8, using the same parame
as mentioned above. All curves start with an initial bea
width w0'40 mm at t50. By changing the input power, th
output beam peak intensity for each curve is adjusted
about 1 kW/cm2 in the steady state, leading to a consta
steady-state intensity ratio for all curves ofr'10. However,
it is important to note that during the temporal developm
the beamwidth and thus the beam intensity change,
therefore also the intensity ratio may differ from the fin
steady-state value ofr'10. For smaller values ofN the
minima that characterize the quasi-steady-state are m

FIG. 2. Temporal development of the soliton widthwx at l
5633 nm. External electric fieldEext53.25 kV/cm; steady-state
intensity ratior 5 ~from a to h) 0.08, 0.1, 0.3, 5.3, 10.5, 21, 42, 82
The lines are merely a guide to the eye.
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more pronounced. Within the limited resolution of our me
surement, the minima are reached at approximately the s
time.

When comparing the experimental curves with the res
of the simplified numerical approach in Fig. 1, the qualitati
agreement is obvious. Quantitatively, experimental and t
oretical curves cover a similar parameter region determi
by wx , N, andr . For instance, comparing Fig. 1~a! and Fig.
2, the experimental values ofwx range from 10 to 40mm,
with N56.4 and values ofr between 0.08 and 82. Withx0
510 mm, in the theoretical model@Fig. 1~a!# we have beam-
widths wx between 30 and 60mm, N51.3, andr changing
from 0.3 to 40. The experimental errors inr ~on the order of
the error inI d) andEext ~ due to, e.g., nonperfect silver pas
electrodes! would allow us to choose slightly different value
in the numerical calculations, but we do not achieve a be
overall coincidence with the experimental data thereby.

Indeed, we cannot expect full quantitative agreement w
the rigid assumptions of the numerical approach. First,
medium does not support a soliton in the initial stages of
temporal development (t'0), since we start the experimen
with broad Gaussian beams. Second, we use an exte
medium, while the two-dimensional theoretical approach
glects thez dependence of the beam profile. Third, diffusio
effects are not included in the theory, but they do contrib
to our experiments at least in the visible wavelength ran
Regarding these limitations, the quantitative coincidence
excellent. It demonstrates that the limitation mentioned h
no decisive influence. Obviously, the first stages of the te
poral development do not differ much for solitary and no
solitary self-focusing@10,11#. Further, thez dependence is
moderated by our experimental setup, using nearly co
mated initial beams. Last, it has been shown@21# that diffu-
sion effects do not change the beam profile significantly.

With the external electric field kept constant, we next p
form similar experiments as in the visible with infrared ligh
first at the wavelengthl51047 nm. In Fig. 4 the tempora
development of the reciprocal power in the beam cen
which is proportional to the beamwidthwx , is shown. We
chose an external electric fieldEext52.4 kV/cm. With x0
510 mm, n52.26, andr e f f5133 pm/V we obtainN51.5.

FIG. 3. Temporal development of the soliton widthwx at l
5633 nm. Intensity ratior'10, external electric fieldEext5 ~from
top to bottom! 2, 2.5, 2.75, 3, 3.25, 3.5, and 4 kV/cm. The lines a
merely a guide to the eye.
3-3
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The output steady-state beam peak intensity is changed
tween 0.27 and 1.8 kW/cm2. Due to the larger value of the
dark intensity atl51047 nm this results in values ofr be-
tween 0.8 and 5.2. Obviously, a similar temporal behav
can be observed forl51047 nm as forl5633 nm.

Now we perform the same experiment with available
sers at the wavelengths 1310 and 1488 nm, which are
proximately equal to telecommunication wavelengths. T
soliton buildup at both wavelengths follows the scheme
served at the smaller wavelengths, as is demonstrated
example, in Fig. 5 forl51488 nm. Here we use a consta
external electric fieldEext58.7 kV/cm, leading toN52.5
with x0510 mm, n52.26, andr e f f5125 pm/V. The beam
peak intensity is changed between 0.28 and 0.54 kW/c2,
resulting inr between 0.35 and 0.68. Because of the lar
dark intensity, it is not possible to reach largerr values with
our limited available laser power. However, the tendency t
similar temporal behavior as observed for the other wa
lengths can be recognized.

When comparing all measurements, we can indeed
something like a maximum time when all curveswx(t) have
finally reached their steady state. Depending on the cho
convergence range we find that in the 0.27 wt % rhodiu
doped waveguides it never takes longer than about 1 s until a
steady state is reached. For other dopings, the observed
bal steady-state times can be distinctly different@22#. Thus
these buildup times can be a rough but easy measure fo
dielectric relaxation time in the dark. This parameter is rat
difficult to measure in a thin waveguiding layer with sta
dard or holographic techniques.

To summarize the influence of larger wavelengths on s
ton development, the time to reach the global steady sta

FIG. 4. Temporal development of the powerPcenter in a small
area in the beam’s center atl51047 nm. External electric field
Eext52.4 kV/cm; steady-state intensity ratior 5 ~from a to g) 0.8,
1, 1.4, 1.9, 2.6, 2.8, 5.2.
B
hy
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mainly determined by the crystal’s dielectric relaxation tim
in the dark, tdi . Regarding the other soliton paramete
namely, r and N, in principle soliton formation should be
possible for all values ofr andN. However, in practice ex-
perimental limitations may occur; for instance, the values
r should not deviate too much fromr'3 @2#. Here a de-
crease ofN with increasing wavelength can be complete
compensated by using larger external electric fields, and
lower intensity ratior because of the larger dark intensityI d
at longer wavelengths has to be compensated by using b
intensities comparable to the dark intensity.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for our experimental setup, using nea
collimated initial beams in planar SBN waveguides, the te
poral development of the solitons can be qualitatively d
scribed by the numerical model of Fressengeaset al. @12–
14#. The temporal development is thus determined by
intensity ratior, the parameterN(Eext ,l), and the dielectric
relaxation time in the dark,tdi . Infrared solitons show a
temporal behavior similar that of solitons in the visible;
particular, the buildup times are approximately the same
the 0.27 wt % rhodium-doped crystals after 1 s at thelatest a
steady state is reached, independent of the chosen ext
electric field, the beam intensity, and the wavelength.
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FIG. 5. Temporal development of the powerPcenter in a small
area in the beam’s center atl51488 nm. External electric field
Eext58.7 kV/cm; steady-state intensity ratior 5 ~from a to e) 0.35,
0.4, 0.45, 0.57, 0.68.
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